ENDURANCE RE
Endurance Re underwrites property, catastrophe,
casualty, professional lines and specialty lines of
reinsurance including marine and energy, surety, trade
credit, aviation and space, engineering, agriculture,
and weather risk. Our account management approach
enables us to offer a broad multi-line capability
to underwrite risks across our clients’ insurance
portfolios, supported by proprietary analytic and
modeling tools and databases and the transactional
experience of our underwriting, actuarial, legal and
claims professionals.

CASUALT Y

C OV E R AG E F EAT U R E S

Endurance Re’s Casualty team underwrites reinsurance
of both primary and excess business globally and writes
on both a proportional and excess of loss basis. We
service a broad array of coverage segments including
general liability, umbrella, environmental liability,
automobile liability and other specialty lines
of business.

TA RG E T C L I ENTS

Our team has industry-specific expertise across many
areas of casualty insurance, allowing us to better
understand the challenges facing our clients. This
insight provides a more comprehensive view of the
risks we assume, helping our clients achieve their
business goals.

•

Specialty companies

•

Regional companies

•

National account writers

•

Group captives

•

Program writers

C L A I M S & RI SK M A NAG EM ENT SE RVICE S
• Highly skilled claims team with specialized

casualty experience

We seek to lead programs and can provide significant
capacity, working closely with reinsurance brokers to
structure and support programs that suit our
clients’ needs. We focus on companies with a high
level of underwriting knowledge and expertise, deep
technical pricing capabilities and a strong commitment
to claims management.

To learn more, visit us at: www.endurancere.bm
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UNITED STATES

Endurance Specialty Holdings Ltd., a New York Stock
Exchange listed insurance and reinsurance company
domiciled in Bermuda operates through its subsidiaries
on a global basis. Endurance writes property, marine
and energy, agriculture, professional lines, casualty
and other specialty lines of insurance and property,
catastrophe, casualty, professional lines and specialty
lines of reinsurance.
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We maintain excellent financial strength and are
recognized industry leaders in risk management.
•

We maintain group ratings of A (Excellent) from
A.M. Best (XV size category), A (Strong) from
Standard & Poor’s and A2 from Moody’s

•

“Strong” ERM rating - Only 20% of all insurance
companies receive this distinction

•

Our group balance sheet is exceptionally strong,
with high quality assets and excellent liquidity
underpinned by disciplined capital management.

ENDUR ANCE’S SPECIALT Y FOCUS
With a strong commitment to the specialty markets,
each of our teams is led and staffed by experienced
underwriters with deep expertise in the class or line of
business in which they specialize. It is this focus and
dedication that enables us to anticipate and manage
our clients’ risks, delivering tailored solutions to address
their unique exposures.
Our clients know they can count on us today and well
into the future. By providing responsive and consistently
high quality underwriting, actuarial, legal and claims
services, we strive to live up to our name and surpass
our clients’ expectations.
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